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Introduction
This document lists enhancements and modifications for Enterprise Reagent Manager (ERM) 9.4.1.
This release consists of defect fixes and two minor enhancements. The baseline for comparison is
ERM 9.4.0

Enhancements
There are two minor enhancements in this release.

Topic

Description

Source Search
Results

The source search results for lab and storeroom channels will now display the container’s
owner and its location down to the sub-location level. Previously the owner was not
displayed, and the location was only displayed down to the room level.
The source search results for the stockroom channel will now display the location down to
the sub-location level, if applicable. Previously the location was only displayed down to
the room level. The location displayed is the primary location associated with the
stockroom inventory item.
Following is an example of source search results where the container’s owner is “Bohn…”
and the location is in sub-location “Bench 2”.

Structure Edit
and Rendering

JAGGAER

ERM now supports Perkin Elmer’s ChemDraw JS version 18.0.0.20. (ChemDraw JS is
licensed separately from Perkin Elmer.)
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Fixed Issues
Topic

Description

Data Loader

When loading rooms via the data loader, the self-service flag was
ERM-17129
always set to “Y” for labs and “N” for storerooms regardless of what
was specified in the data loader file.

Display of
Transport

When a given material only had one transportation hazard, that
hazard was displayed in the transport hazard’s primary, secondary,
and tertiary fields, when it should have only been displayed in the
primary field. This issue affects both the container view and
material view pages.

ERM-17127

Held Carts

When a user specified a delivery location at the shopping cart item
level (as opposed to just the header level), the incorrect delivery
location was displayed when viewing the held cart item. (The
correct delivery location was displayed when viewing a request
item.)

ERM-17125

Shopping Cart

In a specific condition, materials created automatically via the
request process are assigned an incorrect MDL number.
Specifically, if a shopping cart has multiple hosted catalog items
that each create new materials, and the first item has an MDL #
while the next item does not have an MDL #; then in this
situation, both materials would be assigned the MDL # from the
first item.

ERM-17142

Structure
Search

Structure searching against internal channels (labs, storerooms,
and stockrooms) was extremely slow.

ERM-17124

Structure
Search and
Catalog Items

When searching an external inventory channel via structure search,
the external item could not be added to the user’s shopping cart.

ERM-17131

To Do List

When a user completed an item on the To Do List and specified
that they were keeping the container, the location was updated,
but the Owner was not.

ERM-17126

Hazards
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Upgrade Notes for Deployed Environment
For deployed environments, please contact JAGGAER ERM Support for information on upgrading to
9.4.1
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